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Making the source code available and allowing for open source developing relinquishes a certain amount of
control over the direction of the project Products are sold to vast numbers of consumers, and services are
provided superbly. Computers have a major role in theoretical studies. The legacy version provides support for
older systems and bit or PPC processors. Meaning of a Computer 2. Government agencies and their databases
are now interlinked, making it easier for the agencies to monitor economic developments. Single inventors
rarely bring out modern invention. In some cases, a person may have inadvertently purchased pirated software.
The activities unlading logging student grades, demographics, schedules just to name a few. Moreover, quality
control tests and the manufacturing of products, which require a lot of refinement, are done with the help of
computers. Tort, is an action which causes another person or party to suffer harm or loss []. The fact is
employee productivity can make or break a firm, and a firm staffed with underperforming employees will
inevitably fail regardless of the amount invested into business development Records of customers and clients
purchases and transactions can simply be managed. It is a powerful and sophisticated repository web-system
for developing software projects. They have taken over the work ranging from monotonous and risky jobs like
welding to highly complex jobs such as process control. Applications of a Computer: In just a few years, the
nature of computer applications has undergone a drastic change. In business, most of the computers in
operation now-a-days are of this type. Apart from the way you do business, the computer and the Internet has
also become our partner in doing business effectively. Essay Topic: Computer Sorry, but copying text is
forbidden on this website! Information technology illustrates several electronic components so the capability
permit affecting storehouses, alter and instruction series in a institution. Insulin Pump Control System: The
Insulin pump control system is an automatic system which completely works based on the blood sugar


